Steve Pennington (00:00):
Steve Pennington. 4,700 Eastern Avenue. I was a painter, mostly because everybody here on Route 10, that was an occupation. So there was plenty of work until the Mexicans sort of took over and underbid. Now it's kind of hard finding work and this and that. I grew up around here since I was about 9 or 10, I mean, back then it was Greek Town. It was a cool place to grow up as a kid. Two go-go bars on every block, The Click across the street with pool tables and pinball machines. It was just, always something to do.

But now it's like, everything's changed. Back then every denomination had a turf. you had Greek town, you had Little Italy over by John Hopkins. You had the Blacks. I'm not prejudiced, but I got a daughter that's African-American, but still just to let you know that's how it was back then. Every denomination had their own turfs and now it's getting to be one big mixing pot.
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